BEST OF SHOW AWARDS

PROFESSIONAL

BEST OF SHOW - Augusto Bordelois - *Beautiful Girls and Boys in a Peacock Cage* - Cuyahoga
2ND BEST OF SHOW - Marc Lincewicz - *A Family of Winter Trees* - Franklin
3RD BEST OF SHOW - Laine Bachman - *Mist and Mosses* - Franklin

AMATEUR

BEST OF SHOW - Shelley Bird - *The Original Cast* - Franklin
2ND BEST OF SHOW - Jessica Wojtasek - *The Dispatch* - Franklin
3RD BEST OF SHOW - Chloe Lillash – *Anna* - Franklin

2015 FINE ARTS EXHIBITION AWARDS

PROFESSIONAL EXHIBITION AWARDS
TWO JUROR'S CHOICE AWARDS
Jason Routson – *Sheif* - Franklin
Amy Parrish - *Wasp Nest* - Franklin

AMATEUR EXHIBITION AWARDS
TWO JUROR'S CHOICE AWARDS
Tim Murphy – *Persecution* - Fairfield
Margarita Vilshanetskaya - *Lip Service* - Franklin

SHORT FILM EXPOSITION AWARDS
BEST OF SHOW - Mitchell Rose - *Globe Trot* - Franklin
2ND BEST OF SHOW - Celeste Irving - *Coffee & Catharsis* - Franklin
3RD BEST OF SHOW - Tyisha Nedd - *The Core of Redefined* - Franklin

TWO JUROR'S CHOICE AWARDS
Jack Campise - *Double Sided* - Franklin
Daniel Gerdeman - *Bottling Day* - Fairfield

OHIO ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS

PROFESSIONAL
Jessica Summers - *The Haircut* - Hancock
Barbara Vogel - *Ursula Dazing* - Franklin
Lisa Bumbaugh Vottero - *Unexpected Interlude* - Franklin
David & Roberta Williamson - *Botanical Study* - Cuyahoga
Julianna Bibb - *Tomatoes* - Franklin
Ken Coon - *Work Days* - Lake
Julie Woodrow - *Donkey* - Union
Nathan Gorgen - *Imminent Unmasking* - Franklin
Kellie McDermott - *Window Wall* - Franklin
Dana Lynn Harper - Pool Studies - Franklin

PHOTOGRAPHY PERSPECTIVE AWARD
James Aubry - Cool Cat - Lucas
Ralph Corriveau - Not Going Anywhere - Franklin

NEW ARTIST AWARD
Carol Stewart - Paper Lanterns - Franklin

ARTIST PURCHASE
Richard Lillash - Blue & Grey Still Life - Franklin

OHIO ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS

AMATEUR
Isaac Smith – Stasis - Wood
Emily Dockery – Stranded - Athens

PHOTOGRAPHY PERSPECTIVE AWARD
Jordan Potts - On the Inside - Fairfield

NEW ARTIST AWARD
Mollie Hannon - Baggage 1 - Franklin

ARTIST PURCHASE
Martha Gaustad – ShutterpencilbrushII - Lucas

PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
James Mellick – Wounded Warrior Dogs Project – Union

GREATER COLUMBUS ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS

PROFESSIONAL
Alexandra Fresch - See Through It - Franklin
Kellie McDermott - 5th and Cleveland - Franklin

AMATEUR
Anne Lenzotti - Poppies 2014 - Franklin

SHORT FILM
Amanda Kline - Pinkie Meets Blue Boy - Franklin
Matthew Swift - Slow Ascent - Franklin

REGIONAL ORGANIZATION/INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
McCONNELL ART CENTER OF WORTHINGTON
PROFESSIONAL AWARD
Susan Otten - Open Field - Franklin
Diana Bjel - Horse II - Cuyahoga

CREATIVE ARTS OF WOMEN (CAW)
PROFESSIONAL AWARD
Leah Wong - Extended Poetry - Franklin

AMATEUR AWARD
Chloe Fritz - "8 Out of 10" - Franklin

WESTBRIDGE CAMERA CLUB
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY COLOR AWARD
Braden Hoop - Painted Turtles - Franklin

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY B&W AWARD
Shannon Maynard - Derby Girl - Marion

WILLIAM J. & SHEILA RIAT AWARD
Karen LaValley – Peonies - Delaware

CITY OF UPPER ARLINGTON AWARD
Aaron Sheldon - Line Worker - Franklin

COLLAGE OF WOMEN ARTISTS AWARD
James Mellick - Wounded Warrior Dogs Project - Wood

CONNIE LAYNE MEMORIAL AWARD
Michelle Walker - I Know - Auglaize

HAZEN - TAFT AWARD
Carol Stewart - Paper Lanterns - Franklin

SOUTHERN HILLS ARTS COUNCIL AWARD
Brady Hashman - When the Beach Won't Do – Athens

PLEIN AIR COMPETITION AWARDS

1st Place – Cody Heichel – Machine Exhibit Building - Franklin
2nd Place – Jennifer Herman – Windy Day with Color - Franklin
3rd Place – Julie Bibb – Pie Contest - Franklin